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Do you know?
The tide bulges but the water flows

Water in the oceans flows as it fills the tidal bulges that are drawn up and along from east to west by the
gravitational pull of the SUN and the MOON.
But LAND gets in the way and at the coasts the water can only rise as far as the land allows. As the pull into
the bulge lessens, water flows back into the oceans – until the next time, about 12 hours later.
Meanwhile the SUN’s heat, especially strong at the Equator, fuels a worldwide circulation of ocean currents.
There is an underlying anti-clockwise flow in the North Sea. Water from the North Atlantic Drift current
feeds in - mainly round the top of Scotland but also via the Channel in the south.
The passing tidal bulge results in a twicedaily pattern of rising and falling TIDES in the
North Sea superimposed on this constant
anti-clockwise flow.
Tidal atlases show charts for every hour
before and after High Water (HW) at a
‘standard port’. The examples below are
related to Dover’s tides. In the North Sea the
tide ‘floods’ generally southwards before HW
Dover, and ‘ebbs’ north after HW. It reaches
maximum speeds in the area of the Deben
entrance at 3 hours before and again 3 hours
after HW Dover.
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Woodbridge Haven (the Deben entrance)
HW is 25 minutes later than Dover. HW at Woodbridge town is 52 minutes later still.
These predicted relationships are known as ‘tidal differences’ – about the same for every tide.
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